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Abstract
Estimation of the point light source position in the scene enhances the experience for
augmented reality. The image and depth information from the RGB-D camera allows
estimation of the point light source position in a scene, where our approach does not
need any probe objects or other measuring devices. The approach uses the Lambertian
reflectance model, where the RGB-D camera provides the image and the surface model
and the remaining unknowns are the albedo and light parameters (light intensity and
direction). In order to determine the light parameters, we assume that segments with a
similar colour have the same albedo, which allows us to find the point light source that
explains the illumination in the scene. The performance of this method is evaluated on
multiple scenes, where a single light bulb is used to illuminate the scene. In this case,
the average error in the angle between the true light position vector and our estimate is
around 10 degrees. This allows realistic rendering of synthetic objects into the recorded
scene, which is used to improve the experience of augmented reality.
1 Introduction
To render objects realistically in a scene requires the knowledge of the illumination in the
scene. Our approach estimates the position of a point light source that explains the illumi-
nation observed in the scene. The advantage of a point light source is that it can be used
easily by even simple rendering software. This allows us to render synthetic objects in real
scenes (see Figure 1), improving the augmented reality experience. In this paper, the only
sensor that is used for the estimation of the point light source is an RGB-D camera (Kinect
sensor). No probe objects, extra fish-eye cameras or other devices are used to estimate the
c© 2013. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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Figure 1: Rendering a synthetic object (dragon) into a real scene recorded with the Kinect
sensor, where both the shading and shadows are based on an estimated light source position
determined using only the information provided by the Kinect sensor.
illumination conditions.
In order to estimate the point light source position in the scene our method uses the follow-
ing assumptions: 1) The Lambertian reflectance model describes roughly the appearance of
objects in the scenes, where the normals of these objects can be obtained from the depth cam-
era. The normals constrain the position of the point light source. 2) Segments in the RGB
image with a similar colour that are contiguous tend to have the same albedo. Using these
assumptions, we propose the following interactive search method where, using the surface
normals, an image from a hypothesised light source position is rendered where each segment
has a uniform albedo. The best hypothesised light source position is given by the rerendered
scene that is closest to the original image. For every hypothesised light source position:
1. Given segmented image regions, we combine the individual pixel-based albedo esti-
mates to obtain a single albedo value for each segment.
2. Synthesise an image of the scene given a single albedo value per segment, surface
normals and hypothesised light source position.
3. Compute the error between the synthesised and captured images.
This allows us to search for the light source position by minimising this error.
The main contributions of this paper are:
Point light source estimation method: A method that is able to estimate a point light source
that explains the illumination in the scene recorded by the Kinect. This method only uses
the image and depth map provided by the Kinect sensor for the estimation, where all other
methods use also other information, for instance a probe sphere to determine the illumination
condition in a scene. Simulation experiments to verify the method: A simulation based
on a rendered scene is performed to verify the methodology. Our methodology used the
Lambertian reflectance model to estimate the illumination of a scene. In our simulation, we
are able to verify what to expect in case of specular reflections and ambient lighting. Scene
with measured point light position: In order to verify the performance of the methodology
under real conditions, different scenes illuminated with a single light source are recorded by
the Kinect sensor, where the position of the light source and the camera are known allowing
us to estimate the accuracy of our methodology.
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2 Related Work
Early work on estimating the illuminant based on image information and scene geometry is
performed by [16, 17], where they take advantage of the cast shadows and specular reflec-
tions of known geometrical objects in the scene. Extensions to this work are performed in
[10] and [7], where less information about the scene is used to obtain the illuminant. Stereo
vision with a known geometrical object [18, 19], often a probe sphere (white shiny ball)
is used to determine multiple light source areas. In [3], the illuminant of the scene is deter-
mined using a mirror surface probe sphere, where different exposed photographs of the scene
are used. In augmented reality, these mirror surface probes are used by [1, 6, 8] to render
objects under the same light condition as the scene. In [5], a double camera system is used
for Augmented Reality, where the first camera films the actual scene while a fish-eye camera
is used for filming the position of the light on the ceiling. Work that does not require a known
geometrical object or second recording device usually assume an outdoor scene. Augmented
reality in outdoor scenes is performed by [13, 14] using a 3D sensor for realistic shadow
rendering and GPS and compass information to determine the sun position. Other work for
estimating the illumination conditions in outdoor scenes is performed by [9, 11, 12], where
known properties of sunlight make this an easier problem to solve.
Our methodology differs from previous illumination estimation work, where the main dif-
ference is that this method uses the depth information (an estimation of the normals) of
the objects in the scene to estimate the position of the light source, and no probe sphere
with known geometry and albedo or mirrored reflection is needed. In our case, the focus
was indoor light sources because the Kinect sensor is usually used indoors. The method is
described in Section 3, the simulation experiments to verify our method are performed in
Section 4, while results on real scenes are given in Section 5. In Section 6, the potential of
the method for rendering synthetic objects in a Kinect scene is explained and Section 7 gives
some discussion.
3 Methodology
The method to determine the point light source position in a scene uses two assumptions: The
first assumption is that we have a single point light source and the interaction between this
point light source and the objects can be described by the Lambertian Reflectance model. The
second assumption is that segments in the image with similar colours have the same albedo
and variations of the intensity values within these segments are caused by the reflectance
function. To clarify this point with an example, given a red billiard ball in an image, the
RGB values of this ball in the image are not the same, however the albedo of this ball is the
same where the variation is caused by the reflectance model. The Lambertian reflectance
model can be defined as follows:
Io(p) = ρ(p)min(n(p)s(p)T i,0) (1)
The original image Io at pixel p = {x,y} according to the Lambertian reflectance model
consists of the albedo ρ , the surface normal n of the objects in the scene at p and the direction
s (normalised vector) and intensity i of the light. Given the output of the Kinect sensor, both
the image intensity I and the surface normals n are obtained, where the surface normals
are computed from the depth map using [2]. The second assumption is that the albedo in
segments of the image are the same: In this case, the set of all pixels P = R1
⋃
...
⋃
RN}
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consists of segments R j that have the same albedo ρ at the pixels p ∈ R j. Using these two
assumptions an iterative search can be performed on the light source parameters. For an
arbitrary light source (with intensity ir and a position which gives us the direction sr(p))
used to reconstruct image Ir:
1. Compute the albedo for each segment given the arbitrary light source.
2. Obtain a reconstructed image Ir using the uniform albedo for each segment.
3. Find the light source that minimises the error between the original image Io and the
reconstructed image Ir.
Section 3.1 explains how the reconstructed images are calculated, Section 3.2 gives the seg-
mentation method and Section 3.3 describes how we search for the light parameters.
3.1 Reconstructed Image
To compute the reconstructed image given the arbitrary light parameters sr(p), ir (given by
the search method), first all the albedo values ρ in the segment R j are computed
ρ(p) =
Io(p)
n(p)sr(p)T ir
,p ∈ R j (2)
To obtain one albedo value for the entire segment ρR j , the mean or median of the albedo
values ρ(p), p ∈ R j can be used. Because some segments contain normals n that are close to
being perpendicular to the light direction s, the median is a more stable function for obtaining
the albedo of the segment ρR j . The reconstructed image Ir for a given segment R j can be
computed using the following equation:
Ir(p) = ρR j min(n(p)s(p)
T i,0),p ∈ R j (3)
E = ∑
p∈P
||Io(p)− Ir(p)|| (4)
In our case, we would like to minimise the error E between the original image Io (given in
Equation 1) and the reconstructed image Ir obtained in Equation 3, where in the case of an
attached shadow (n(p)sr(p)T ir ≤ 0), the image intensity values are set to zero. This error
E indicates to which extent the reconstructed image Ir explains the observed scene Io with
respect to the gradient normally observed in object appearance due to the illumination and
the surface of the object.
3.2 Segmentation
To find regions with the same albedo, a colour-based image segmentation method is used.
Most colour-based segmentation methods will work for this problem. This paper uses the
method described in [4]. Segments that contain less than λ = 100 pixels are removed for
our error calculation, because small regions are often noisy and do not contain much of the
gradient information on which the error is minimised. Although depth information can also
be used in the segmentation, because it is often likely that different objects have a different
albedo, it only contributes slightly and can not be used without also the colour information.
Because objects often contain multiple colours and materials, only colour segmentation gives
accurate multiple colour segments for objects in these cases.
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Figure 2: The interpolation of the error function is shown (brighter colour is lower error)
computed from a grid of −2 to 2 meters with steps of 25 cm. The error function is very
smooth, where the minimum of the error function (red dot) is located close to the true posi-
tion of the light source (green dot). The red vector starts in the minimum of the error function
and goes to the centroid of the scene, while the green vector starts from the groundtruth light
positions.
3.3 Search Method
The estimated light parameters can be obtained by minimising the error E given by Equa-
tion 4. In the case of a point light source, we have the (x,y,z-position) of the light source
and the intensity of light source. The light direction s(p) is a normalised vector between the
position of the light source and the position of the pixel given by the depth map. The light
intensity i is dependent on the albedo ρ in the scene, because the albedo ρR j is computed by
setting an arbitrary light intensity ir (Equation 2). The search method does not have to search
for the light intensity value and this is set to ir = 1. For rerendering objects in the scene, the
albedo values are divided by a single number to obtain normalised values between zero and
one, which allows to compute a relative light intensity given the albedo distribution. In this
paper, we used the downhill simplex method [15] or a grid search method to find the esti-
mated position of the light source from the Kinect sensor output. For the downhill simplex
method, the initial position of the light source is the viewpoint of the Kinect sensor and the
initial stepsize used by this method is 10 cm. For the grid search, a stepsize of 50 cm is used
in a grid of −4 by 4 meters around the Kinect sensor position. A finer interpolation of the
error function is shown in Figure 2. The grid search is mainly used to visualise our error
function but can be parallelised in the future. This function is smooth, which allows for good
results with, for instance, a downhill simplex method. An important observation is that the
light direction often does not change so computing the position of the light source can be
performed only once.
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Figure 3: The teapot is rendered 1000 times (examples are shown left) with a light source
at different positions, where we added both ambient and specular noise and only ambient
and only specular noise. The boxplot in the middle shows the Euclidean distance in world
coordinates between the estimated and true position of the light source, where the negative
distance indicates that the estimated light source is closer to the scene than the true light
source. The boxplot on the right gives the error in angle between the true and estimated light
direction. Ambient light has a much larger effect on both the distance and angle than the
specular reflections. Specular reflection cause the estimated light to be estimate closer to the
scene while ambient light has the reverse effect. If both effects are taken into account, most
of the error is caused by ambient light.
4 Verification of the methodology
To verify the correctness of the method, rendering software is used to verify our methodology
in simulation. This rendering software also allows us to simulate more complex reflectance
models like the Phong reflectance model, which in addition to the Lambertian reflectance
model contains ambient and specular reflections. Notice that these terms are object specific,
because the material of an object determines the ambient and specular terms of the object
surface. Specular reflections are often used as a clue to determine the illumination condition
in a scene given a known probe object in the scene. However, this is more difficult for
unknown objects because if the specularity of the object is unknown this clue might not exist
and is difficult to quantify. Figure 3 shows the results for our verification in simulation,
where we varied both the ambient and specular components together and each component
individually in order to determine their influence on the light position estimation. We added
for both the ambient and specular component a random percentage to the diffuse component,
sample from the normal distribution |N (0,10%)| and |N (20,10)| for the specular power
parameter. This verification shows that ambient light creates a larger error in the estimation
of position than the specular reflections. The graph also shows that the error in angle is often
not larger than 10 degrees, which gives realistic results for the application of augmented
reality.
5 Experimental & Results
5.1 Experimental Setup
In this paper, 23 recordings with the Kinect sensor and a known light souce are used to
measure the accuracy of this method. Six scenes are recorded with several different known
illumination conditions. In the scenes, a single light source is used, where this was either a
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Figure 4: The light bulbs of 60 and 100 watts (left photo) and the spotlight (right photo) used
to illuminate the scene.
light bulb of 60 or 100 watts or a spotlight (see Figure 4). To measure the position of the light
source in the scene, the distance between the true light source position on the ground plane
and two salient control points on the ground plane are measured. Afterwards, we measure
the height of the light source above the ground plane. In the Kinect recordings, the ground
plane is determined which allows us to calculate the position of the light source given the
salient control points, which are also visible in the Kinect scene. Scenes that are recorded
with the Kinect are shown in Figure 5. Given the known position of the light source, we
are interested in the accuracy of our illumination estimation. The first measure to evaluate
the accuracy is the angle between the estimated position and the true (measured) position.
To calculate this angle, the mean for every pixel of the absolute difference between “the
angle between camera position and estimated light position” and “the angle between camera
position and true light position” is used. We also calculate the Euclidean distance between
the estimated and true light position. However, the angle is more important because that has
the largest influence on the appearance of objects that are rendered into the scene.
5.2 Results
Figure 5 shows the estimated light source location in several of the recorded scenes. It also
shows that the recorded scenes are far from easy, having different kinds of variations that can
be expected in real world scenes. The first two scenes in Figure 5 show the potential of this
method. We observed that obtaining the direction (angle) of the light is easier than obtaining
the exact position of the light source in this direction. In our experiment, the effects of three
different parameters in our methodology are investigated.
Computation of the Albedo: To compute the albedo of the segment, in Section 3.1 the mean
or median are used. In our experiments, we investigate the influence of the mean and median
on both the angle and distance. Figure 6a shows that the median gives a more accurate angle
estimation over all pixels, which is more important especially for rerendering of objects in
the scene. Figure 6b shows however that in case of the median the absolute distance has a
much larger standard deviation. After inspection we discovered that this is often caused by
scene illuminate with spotlights, which are not true point light sources.
Segmentation Methods: To verify the dependency on segmentation method [4], we run this
segmentation method with two different threshold settings (K = 100 and K = 200 (default)).
In Figure 6c, the result of the different threshold settings do not give significant changes in
the results of the methods. This means that our methods seems to be robust under differ-
ent segmentation parameters. The segmentation is however still a determining factor in our
methodology, because segmentation failures, that is two regions with different albedo values
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Figure 5: Different scenes in our dataset. The camera position, estimated point light source
position and true point light source position are shown by respectively a green ball, black
ball and blue ball. Each row shows four views (front, side, top, oblique). We used different
angles to show the scene in order to visualise the 3D position and the angle the light sources
correctly. In the last scene, we show that the estimated position is not always correct, because
of mistakes in the segmentation
segmented as one region, often are the biggest cause of observed failure by our methodol-
ogy. Improving segmentation by taking depth information into account might improve these
failures.
Search Methods: Section 3.3 describes two methods that have been used to search the point
light source position. The first method is the downhill simplex method which has as initial
starting position the camera position. We also performed a grid search, where a grid of −4
to 4 metres around the camera position is used with steps of 50 cm. The downhill simplex
method gives slightly more accurate results (Figure 6d), where we observed that mistakes in
the segmentation allow multiple explanations of the position of the light source, to which the
grid search seems to be more sensitive.
The downhill simplex method is much faster than the grid search, where our current Matlab
implementation takes around 25 second to estimate the light source position.
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Figure 6: The boxplot of the error in angle and distance between the true and estimated light
source position, for computing the albedo (a,b), segmentation method parameters (c) and the
different search methods (d)
Figure 7: Multiple frames of a virtual person rendered into the scene showing the interaction
between the shadows of the person and the background objects.
6 Rendering a synthetic object into the scene
Figure 7 shows that new objects can be rendered into the RGB image of the Kinect. These
objects appear to be natural in terms of the illumination, due to the correct shadowing and
shading of the objects. To achieve the rendering, the depth map of the scene is loaded into
Autodesk Maya, together with the light position. We use a virtual camera that matches the
Kinect’s properties to record the rendered objects. First, a shadow pass is performed where
the shadows on the virtual Kinect scene due to the new object are created, alongside any
self-shadowing on the object. Second, the new object’s diffuse and specular components are
rendered onto the original RGB image using the light position given by our method. We then
subtract the shadow map from this image to obtain the final image. This gives us a realistic
looking result for both the shadows by keeping the original colour data from the Kinect (due
to the shadow subtraction), and the object by having similar shading to the scene (Figure 7).
7 Discussion
A methodology for estimating the point light source position is described that enables re-
alistic rendering of synthetic objects in a scene recorded by the Kinect. This method can
estimate the point light source position based on only the RGB image and 3D depth data
given by a RGB-D camera. In our experiments, an average error of 10 degrees between the
estimated position and true position of the light source is achieved, which is good enough
to render objects in a realistic manner into the scene. In Figure 8, the scene is shown ren-
dered using the true light source and the estimated light source position, where humans can
not determine which is the more accurate rendering. In this work, only a single point light
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Figure 8: The rendering of a synthetic person in the scene where the shadows are different.
Humans can however not observe what the correct light position was given the small dif-
ference in angle. (Left: original image, middle: true light position, right: estimated light
position)
source is estimated by our method, where in practise the illumination in the scene can be
much more complex. Although we experimented with more complex illumination condi-
tions like fluorescent tubes, we observed that our method still performs, because it searches
for a light source that gives an explanation for the scene. One possible solution is to extend
the method to search for multiple light sources with different intensity, making it computa-
tionally more complex. Another domain that is interesting for this method is obtaining il-
lumination invariant scene descriptions allowing recognition from different angles and with
varying illumination.
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